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This paper discusses the development of a new theoretical model based on resistance modeling approach
to predict mixed matrix membrane (MMM) performance. To develop the proposed model, the element
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of MMM is considered as a unit cell of body centered cubic (BCC). The network of permeation resistances
are developed based on this unit cell. The main parameters considered and discussed are: dispersed
filler loading, polymer matrix permeability, dispersed filler permeability, interphase permeability and
interphase thickness. The results generated from the proposed model have been verified using seven
cases through the published experimental data. Excellent agreement has been obtained in most cases
between the model results and the selected published values. Thus, the newly proposed model is capable

bility
esistance modeling in predicting the permea

. Introduction

Polymers are the materials more widely used for membrane
anufacturing in virtue of their high processability, good intrinsic

ransport properties and low cost. On other hand, inorganic mate-
ials present strong capability to discriminate gas species even in
evere temperature and pressure conditions and aggressive envi-
onments. However, their use is still limited due to the problems
n reproducibility in the preparation step, as well as short lifetime
nd high cost [1–3]. Mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) are het-
rogeneous membranes that consist of inorganic fillers dispersed
n a polymer matrix [4–24]. The concept of MMM combines the
dvantages of each phase: high selectivity of the dispersed fillers
nd desirable mechanical properties and economical advantages
f polymers. MMMs are very effective in gas separation processes
for example: separation of oxygen–nitrogen mixture, purification
f natural gas by removing carbon dioxide). The inorganic fillers
sed in MMMs are mostly porous molecular-sieve type materials,

ncluding zeolites [13–15] and carbon molecular sieves [5,11,25].

he incorporation of molecular-sieve type fillers in polymer matrix
enerally leads to higher permeability, higher selectivity, or both
ompared to the polymeric membrane, since the molecular-sieve
ype fillers used in MMMs are capable of discriminating between
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and selectivity for all known MMM morphologies.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

different molecules present in the feed mixture, usually on the
basis of size and shape of molecules. For example, in the separa-
tion of oxygen–nitrogen mixture zeolite NaA is very effective as a
molecular-sieve filler [14]. Carbon molecular sieves (CMSs) are also
important as inorganic filler materials for MMMs. Gas separation
in CMS materials is based on the difference in adsorption kinetics
of different molecular species; i.e. oxygen molecules adsorb more
quickly on CMS than nitrogen molecules, thus permeate through
the CMS membrane faster [5].

The proper theoretical description and modeling of the per-
meability of composite membranes such as MMMs are of great
interest, particularly in view of the growing technological impor-
tance of these membranes. Mathematically, gas transport through a
mixed matrix medium presents a complex problem. Attempts were
made to predict the performance of MMMs by various theoreti-
cal expressions, including models by Maxwell (1873), Bruggeman
[33], Lewis–Nielsen, Pal and Felske [26,27]. The principles of apply-
ing flow resistances in series and parallel in order to describe gas
permeation through asymmetric membranes were first outlined
by Henis and Tripodi [28], who predicted that a defective mem-
brane for gas separation owing to the presence of surface pores or
imperfections could exhibit gas separation properties close to the
capabilities of the solid polymer once coated with silicone. They
applied the resistance approach to typical membrane structures

and made assumptions as to the nature of the deposition of the coat-
ing material (e.g. the thickness of the silicone rubber layer and pore
penetration depth). The performance of these hypothetical coated
membranes was thus predicted. Fouda et al. [29] pointed out the
limitations in the Henis and Tripodi model when fitting actual gas

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03767388
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/memsci
mailto:afauzi@utm.my
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.memsci.2009.12.036
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ermeation results. They then introduced the Wheatstone bridge
odel which could better explain the permeation data. Karode et al.

ave proposed an improved Wheatstone bridge resistance model
or diffusion through a thin film composite (TFC) membrane [30].
he constriction resistance encountered by the diffusing species
n seeking out a pore in the support membrane to diffuse through

as quantified. Funk and Lloyd introduced the concept of zeolite-
lled microporous mixed matrix membranes, referred to as ZeoTIPS
embranes, and discussed their potential use for gas separations

31]. ZeoTIPS membranes, which are formed using the thermally
nduced phase separation (TIPS) process, consist of zeolite particles
upported in a microporous polymer matrix. In addition to dis-
ussing the preparation of ZeoTIPS membranes and their structures,
heir paper presented a model using resistance modeling approach
hat could be used to demonstrate the potential of these mem-
ranes in gas separation applications. The model depended on the
eolite loading and the ratio of void volume to polymer volume in
he membrane.

In the current paper, some of the existing models for predict-
ng the permeation properties of MMMs are first briefly reviewed.
hen, a new theoretical model for MMM is developed based on
esistance modeling approach. Moreover, the results generated
rom the proposed model were tested by comparing calculated
esults with experimental values reported in the literature. To the
est of our knowledge, the comparison was scarcely discussed in
he open literature.

. Existing permeation models

Few of representative models are described below. The existing
odels for permeation through MMMs are adaptations of ther-
al/electrical conductivity models. Due to close analogy between

hermal/electrical conduction and permeation of species through
omposite materials, the conductivity models are readily adapt-
ble to permeability of species in MMMs. The existing models for
ermeation through MMMs are adaptations of thermal/electrical
onductivity models. In most cases, attempts are made to pre-
ict the permeability of MMMs based on the permeabilities of the
ontinuous phase (polymer matrix) and the dispersed phase (filler
articles).

The Maxwell model [32], originally developed for electrical con-
uctivity of particulate composites, can be adapted to permeability
s:

r = 1 + 2�(�d − 1)/(�d + 2)
1 − �(�d − 1)/(�d + 2)

(1)

here Pr is the permeability ratio P/Pm, P is the effective permeabil-
ty of MMM, Pm is the permeability of the continuous phase, � is
he volume fraction of the dispersed phase, known as loading, and
d is the permeability ratio Pd/Pm where Pd is the permeability of
he dispersed phase.

The Bruggeman model [33], originally developed for the dielec-
ric constant of particulate composites using the differential
ffective medium approach, can be adapted to permeability as:

Pr)
1/3
(
�d − 1
�d − Pr

)
= (1 − �)−1 (2)

hile the Bruggeman model is an improvement over the Maxwell
odel, as far as the effect of� is concerned, it has limitations similar

o that of the Maxwell model.
The Lewis–Nielsen model [34], originally proposed for the
lastic modulus of particulate composites, can be adapted to per-
eability as:

r = 1 + 2�(�d − 1)/(�d + 2)
1 − �(�d − 1)/(�d + 2)

(3)
rane Science 350 (2010) 259–268

where

 = 1 +
(

1 − �M
�2
M

)
� (4)

where�M is the maximum amount of�, which usually is considered
equal to 0.64.

The Pal model [35], originally developed for thermal conduc-
tivity of particulate composites using the differential effective
medium approach taking into consideration the packing difficulty
of filler particles, can be adapted to permeability as:

(Pr)
1/3
(
�d − 1
�d − Pr

)
=
(

1 − �

�M

)−�M
(5)

Note that when �M → 1, the Pal model reduces to the Bruggeman
model.

A modified Felske model was introduced by Pal [26,27] as:

Pr = 1 + 2�(ˇ − �)/(ˇ + 2�)
1 − �(ˇ − �)/(ˇ + 2�)

(6)

where ˇ and � are given in Eqs. (7) and (8):

ˇ = (2 + ı3)�d − 2(1 − ı3)�i (7)

� = 1 + 2ı3 − (1 − ı3)�di (8)

where ı is the ratio of outer radius of interphase to particle radius,
�i is the ratio of interphase permeability to continuous phase per-
meability, and �di is the ratio of dispersed filler permeability to
interphase permeability. In addition, the modified Felske model
reduces to the Maxwell model when ı= 1, that is, when the inter-
facial layer is absent. The Felske model has the same limitations
as that of the modified Maxwell model. It is valid only when the
volume fraction of dispersed filler particles � is small.

One can model the three-phase (continuous, dispersed and
interphase) MMM as a pseudo two-phase MMM with the contin-
uous being one phase and the combined dispersed and interphase
being the other phase (called combined phase hereafter) [6]. Mod-
els for these more complicated systems are based on ‘nested
applications’ of the Maxwell or Lewis–Nielsen models. The Maxwell
or Lewis–Nielsen model is first applied to know the permeabil-
ity of the combined phase from the individual permeability of
dispersed- and interphase. The permeability of the whole MMM
is then calculated by applying these models for the second time to
the permeability of the continuous and the combined phase. In this
application the following volume fraction is necessary:

�S = �

� + �i (9)

where �S is the volume fraction of the dispersed phase in the com-
bined phase, and �i is the volume fraction of the interphase in the
whole MMM.

The predicted ideal selectivity of the mixed matrix membrane
for a gas pair is simply the ratio of effective permeabilities of two
competing gas penetrants. For a mixture consisting of penetrants
1 and 2 it is:

˛1/2 = P1

P2
(10)
Also, there are other models in the literature such as those of
Bottcher [36], Higuchi and Higuchi [37], and Looyenga [7]. Recently
Hashemifard et al. focused on the evaluation of several of the
present models in detail [38].
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Fig. 1. BCC structure considered for particle distribution in MMM.

. Theory of the proposed model

.1. Mixed matrix membrane element description

In this work, permeability of MMM is theoretically modeled by
he aid of a combination of simple series-parallel gas flow arrange-

ent. It is known that the filler particles in MMMs are distributed
andomly throughout the polymer matrix. Since researchers are
ttempting to distribute filler particles as uniformly as possible
hile preparing MMMs, a body centered cubic (BCC) lattice is

elected to exhibit the particle distribution throughout a MMM,
s illustrated in Fig. 1.

The smallest part that has the characteristics of the rest of the
attice is known as the unit cell. The unit cell of a BCC structure is a
ube or a cuboid, containing eight particles in the corners and one
article in the centre (see Fig. 2). As it is clear, seven other cubes
rom the neighboring unit cells share the particle in every corner.
herefore, every BCC unit cell has a net total of two particles per
nit cell (8 × 1/8 + 1).

Here, the dispersed filler particle is considered to be a cylinder
aving height, dl that is equal to diameter, dr. If we further consider
sphere, with a diameter of dp, whose volume is equal to that of the
ylinder, the relationships between these three lengths are given

y the following equations:

l = 3

√
2
3
dp (11)

ig. 2. Unit cell of BCC structure considered for particle distribution in MMM.
Fig. 3. Side (a) and top (b) view of the half BCC unit cell where a cylindrical particle
is placed.

dr = dl (12)

Petropoulos [39] showed that as far as the aspect ratio of the
particles is close to unity, the effect of the particle shapes can
be ignored easily. Moreover, the application of the parallel-series
model becomes much easier for the cylindrical shape as will be
shown later.

It should be noted that the unit cell is no longer a perfect cube but
a cuboid having dimension of a × b × c, because of the specific shape
of equal height and diameter of the cylindrical particle. However,
we still call it a BCC unit cell, since “C” can stand for cuboid as
well. The packing factor or maximum loading, �M, of the unit cell
where the cylindrical particles start to touch each other is equal
to 0.393. For this case, considering equal height and diameter of
the cylindrical particle, the relation between the dimensions of the
unit cell and the particle will be a = 2dl and b = c =

√
2dl , hence,

b/a = c/a =
√

2/2. This relationship is considered to hold even for
the case when the volume fraction of the particles is less than �M.

Fig. 3 shows the side and top view of the half BCC unit cell where
a cylindrical particle is placed. Since one whole BCC unit cell is occu-
pied by two particles, only a half cell is enough to accommodate
one particle. Hence the dimension of the half cell given in Fig. 3
is a × b × (c/2) or a× (a/

√
2) × (a/2

√
2). The half cell containing a

cylinder is hereafter called the MMM element.
It should be further noted that the MMM element shown in Fig. 3

consists of three separate phases; i.e. (i) the continuous phase (poly-
mer matrix) (m), (ii) dispersed phase (filler particle) (d) and (iii)
interphase (i). The continuous phase is a polymer matrix where the
filler particles (dispersed phase) are embedded in. The interphase

is a phase that results from the way in which polymer matrix and
filler particle are attached to each other. Depending on the inter-
action between the polymer phase and the filler particle, various
kinds of interphase morphologies may arise. Moore and Koros [40]
have described four main possible morphologies with support of
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ig. 4. Penetrant gas flow path through MMM element for void in MMM morphol-
gy.

xperimental observations. Those morphologies are: (i) ideal con-
act between the matrix and the filler particle, known as ideal

MM. This morphology leads to an increase in both permeabil-
ty and selectivity. However, it is hardly achievable. (ii) Rigidified
olymer layer around the filler particle, known as rigidified MMM.
his morphology leads to a decline in permeability of the penetrant
as by a factor of ˇ, while selectivity experiences an increase. (iii)
ieve in cage morphology arises from the weak interaction between
olymer matrix and filler, which is hereafter called void in MMM.
his morphology, opposite to rigidified MMM, causes an increase in
ermeability and a dramatic decrease in selectivity. A special case
f void in MMM is when the effective void thickness is an order
f magnitude larger than the size of the diffusing gases, known
s leaky MMM. (iv) Blocked sieve surface morphology, known as
lockage in MMM. In this morphology, the pore entrance of the
ller particle is blocked or semi-blocked by polymer functional
roups or solvent molecules during dope preparation stage. There-
ore the penetrant gas permeability through the dispersed particle
s reduced by a factor of ˇ′. More details about the interphase mor-
hologies are discussed elsewhere [6,40].

.2. Developing the new model using resistance modeling
pproach

The newly developed model is based on the flow patterns of the
ermeant gas through the MMM element shown in Fig. 4 (series of
arallel flow) and Fig. 5 (parallel of series flow). It will be showed

ater, that the experimental data are in a good agreement with this
attern of gas flow through the MMM element. This reveals that,
he proposed model is capable to give a useful tool to understand

ore about the gas flow behavior and hence distinguishing the
ifferences between the morphologies and their influences on gas
ermeabilities in MMM. In Fig. 4, the gas permeates progressively
hrough zone III, consisting of continuous phase only, then through
one II, consisting of continuous and interphase as a parallel chan-
el, and finally through zone I, consisting of continuous, interphase
nd dispersed phase as a parallel channel. After zone I, the flow
hrough zones II and III is repeated before the gas leaves the MMM

lement. In Fig. 5, the gas permeates through zone III, consisting of
ontinuous phase only, and through zone II, consisting of contin-
ous and interphase as a series channel, as well through zone III,
onsisting of continuous, interphase and dispersed phase as a series
hannel. The flow through each zone is parallel to each other. The
Fig. 5. Penetrant gas flow path through MMM element for rigidified MMM mor-
phology.

flows through different zones are finally combined before leaving
the MMM element.

The volume fractions defined below are required for the pro-
posed model.

a) volume fractions of zones I, II and III (�I,�II and�III) in the entire
MMM element:

�I = �

��′2
(13)

�II = 22/331/3�′� (14)

�III = 1 − �I − �II (15)

b) volume fractions of dispersed phase, interphase and continuous
phase in zone I:

�dI = ��′2 (16)

�iI = 4
3

√(
3
2

)2
��′2

(
�2 + 3

√
2
3
�

)
(17)

�mI = 1 − �dI − �iI (18)

(c) volume fraction of interphase and continuous phase in zone II:

�iII = 3

√(
3
2

)2
��′2

[
3

√(
2
3

)2
+ 4�2 + 4 3

√
2
3
�

]
(19)

�mII = 1 − �iII (20)

where√

�′ = 3 �

�
(21)

� = t

dp
(22)
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is the volume fraction of dispersed phase in the total MMM ele-
ent, t is the thickness of the interphase and dp is given in Eq.

11).
It should be noted that the above volume fractions are not totally

ndependent from each other. For example, by combining Eqs. (16),
17) and (19), �iII becomes:

iII = 4�dI + �iI (23)

Noting that the overall permeance P can be obtained from the
ermeance Pj of an individual phase j with a volume fraction of �j;
or a series combination, of the phases:

1
P

=
n∑
j=1

�j
Pj

(24)

nd for a parallel combination of the phases:

=
n∑
j=1

�jPj (25)

Regarding the applicability of the above two models, the first
odel (parallel-series) seems applicable when the interphase is

eaky, since the penetrant gas readily goes into the interphase after
oing through zone I of continuous phase, while the second model
series-parallel) seems applicable when the interphase is rigidi-
ed since the penetrant gas tends to avoid the zones II and III
hat include hard rigidified interphase. This creates a separate flow
hrough a channel that consists of continuous phase only (zone I in
ig. 5).

And using the volume fractions defined above, the overall per-
eance P of the MMM element can be written uniformly as:

=
(
�III

Pum
+ �II

�iIIP
u
i

+ �mIIPum
+ �I

�dIP
u
d

+ �iIPui + �mIPum

)−u
(26)

here u = 1 is for the parallel-series combination (void and leaky
nterphase) and u = −1 is for series-parallel combination (rigidified
nterphase).

Dividing both sides of Eq. (26) by Pm yields:

r =
(
�III + �II

�iII�
u
i

+ �mII
+ �I

�dI�
u
d

+ �iI�ui + �mI

)−u
(27)

here

r = P

Pm
(28)

Further substituting equivalents of �III (Eq. (15)), �mII (Eq. (20))
nd �mI (Eq. (18)) in Eq. (27), we can obtain the final form of the
roposed model:

r =
[

1 + �II

(
1

�iII
(
�u
i

− 1
)

+ 1
− 1

)

+�I

(
1

�dI

(
�u
d

− 1
)

+ �iI
(
�u
i

− 1
)

+ 1
− 1

)]−u

(29)

here �i and �d are, respectively, Pi/Pm and Pd/Pm, which are the
atios of interphase permeance and dispersed phase permeance to
he permeance of the continuous phase. It should be noted that
he above model was derived from the MMM structure and mor-

hologies, while the models discussed in Section 2 were derived
rom thermal or electrical analogues. Accordingly, it may be pos-
ible to apply the newly developed model to predict other desired
roperties for composite materials.

Eq. (29) can be easily simplified for some special cases.
(

Fig. 6. Effect of dispersed filler permeability ratio and filler loading on relative
permeability for ideal MMM.

For ideal morphology, there is no interphase. Then,
�II =�iI =�iII = 0, hence:

Pr =
[

1 + �I

(
1

�dI

(
�u
d

− 1
)

+ 1
− 1

)]−u

(30)

Furthermore, for a series combination of continuous and dis-
persed phase, where the dispersed phase is sandwiched between
two continuous phases horizontally,� =�I,�dI = 1 and u = −1 hence:

Pr = �d
� + �d (1 − �)

(31)

and for a parallel combination of continuous and dispersed phase,
where the dispersed phase is sandwiched between two continuous
phases vertically, � =�I, �dI = 1 and u = 1 hence:

Pr = ��d + (1 − �) (32)

4. Results and discussions

4.1. Prediction of the proposed model

Since there are only four independent variables, i.e. �, �, �d,�i,
involved in Eqs. (13)–(32), Pr can be written as a function of those
variables, as:

Pr = f (�, �,�d, �i) (33)

Some model calculations were made for various combinations
of the variables. Note that parallel-series model was used when the
interphase is void or leaky and series-parallel model is used when
the interphase is rigidified.

a) For ideal MMM: For this special case, � = 0.0. Furthermore, there
is no �i. Hence, it is the function of � and �d. Fig. 6 shows such a
functional relationship. For a given �, Pr changes only in a range
5 × 10−1 <�d < 5 × 101, and hardly shows any change outside of
the range. Pr is lower than unity when �d < 1 and higher than
unity when �d > 1. Pr decreases with an increase in � for �d < 1
and increases with an increase in � for �d > 1. Therefore, only
fillers with �d > 1 are acceptable to be applied for MMM.

b) For rigidified MMM: The thickness of the interphase, t, is no
longer zero. The permeability of interphase is less than that
of the continuous phase since the polymer in the interphase is
rigidified. These are represented by fixed dimensionless param-

eters� = 0.1 and�i = 0.333. Pr is shown as a function of� and�d in
Fig. 7. Pr decreases as� increases. The effect is more pronounced
for �d < 1.

c) For leaky MMM and void in MMM, two sets of fixed parameters;
i.e. � = 0.0006,�i = 1000 and � = 0.2,�i = 10,000 are used.�i values
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Fig. 7. Effect of dispersed filler permeability ratio and filler loading on relative
permeability for rigidified MMM.

F
p

(

F
p

Fig. 10. Effect of dispersed filler permeability ratio and interphase thickness to
particle diameter ratio on relative permeability for rigidified and void in MMM.

(

ig. 8. Effect of dispersed filler permeability ratio and filler loading on relative
ermeability for leaky MMM.

are much larger than unity since the gas leaks the interphase
which is the empty void. The second case represents a much
larger void than the first case. Pr is shown as a function of � and
�d in Figs. 8 and 9.

Pr increases with an increase in �. The effect is more pro-
nounced for the second case (Fig. 9) and �d has hardly any effect
on Pr, particularly in Fig. 9. Therefore, if an increase in perme-
ability is the only desired effect, e.g. in the case of membranes
for membrane contactor, any fillers can be used regardless of
their intrinsic permeabilities.
d) For rigidified MMM and void in MMM, two sets of fixed parame-
ters are used; i.e. � = 0.3, �i = 0.33 and � = 0.3, �i = 10. Obviously,
the first case represents rigidified MMM and the second void in
MMM. Pr is shown as a function of � and �d in Fig. 10. Depend-
ing on �i, � has two different effects. Pr may either decrease

ig. 9. Effect of dispersed filler permeability ratio and filler loading on relative
ermeability for void in MMM.
Fig. 11. Effect of dispersed filler permeability ratio and interphase permeability
ratio on MMM relative permeability.

(�i = 0.33) or increase (�i = 10) as � increase. From Fig. 10, one
may also observe that the effect of �d becomes less significant
at higher � values.

e) For comparison of rigidified, ideal and void in MMM, � and �
are set equal to 0.3 and 0.1, respectively. �i is changed from 0.4
(rigidified MMM) to 1.0 (ideal MMM) and further to 5.0 (MMM)
and 1000 (void in MMM). Even though � = 0.1, ideal MMM can

still be represented by setting �i = 1.0. Pr is shown as a func-
tion of �d in Fig. 11. From the figure, the order in Pr is rigidified
MMM < ideal MMM < void in MMM.

Fig. 12. Effect of filler loading and interphase permeability ratio on MMM relative
permeability.
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Table 1
Specification of Cases 1–7.

Case no. Number of data points Pd (fast gas) ˛d Filler loading (�) Filler type Polymer matrix Gases Ref.

1 2 0.77 37 0.20 Zeolite NaA Matrimid 5218 O2/N2 [13]
2 2 0.77 37 0.20 Zeolite NaA Matrimid 5218 O2/N2 [13]
3 6 0.77 37 0.20,0.30,0.40 Zeolite NaA BAPB–BPADA O2/N2 [14]

Zeolite NaA Ultem 1000 O2/N2 [14]
.33,0.36 Carbon molecular sieve Matrimid 5218 CO2/CH4 [41]
.33,0.36 Carbon molecular sieve Matrimid 5218 O2/N2 [41]
.38,0.48 Zeolite NaA Polyethersulfone O2/N2 [42]
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tivity remains unity but relative permeability increases with an
increase in �.

Case 2: Mahajan and Koros [13] carried out experiments, using
silane agent (aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES)) to improve the
4 4 0.77 37 0.15,0.35
5 8 44 200 0.17,0.19,0
6 6 22 13.3 0.17,0.19,0
7 8 0.77 37 0.18,0.28,0

f) Fig. 12 also compares rigidified, ideal, leaky and void in MMM.
� and �d are set equal to 0.2 and 4.4, respectively. �i is changed
progressively from 0.3 (rigidified MMM), 0.8 (rigidified MMM),
1.0 (ideal MMM), 5.0 (leaky MMM) and to 200 (Void in MMM).
Pr is shown as a function of� in Fig. 12. From Fig. 12, Pr decreases
with an increase in � when �i is as low as 0.3. Pr increases with
an increase in �when �i is either 1.0 (ideal MMM) or 5.0 (leaky
MMM) or 200 (Void in MMM). Interestingly, Pr also increases
with an increase in � when �i equal to 0.8. This is because the
high �d value (4.4) compensates the low �i value.

.2. Comparison between the proposed model and experimental
ata

The model was tested by fitting seven sets, called hereafter
ases, of experimental data on MMM permeabilities and selectiv-
ties that are reported in the literature. Table 1 gives a summary
f the cases. As the experimental data the following quantities are
onsidered:

elative permeability of the fast gas = (Pr)1 (34)

here the subscript 1 means the fast gas:

elative selectivity = (˛r)1/2 = (˛)1/2

(˛m)1/2
= (P)1/(P)2

(Pm)1/(Pm)2
= (Pr)1

(Pr)2
(35)

rom Eqs. (34) and (35), it is clear that Pr is necessary to be know for
oth gases 1 and 2. Considering Eq. (33) which was given to a sin-
le gas, total 8 parameters are seem to be given before the model
s applied. However, two of them, � and � are common for both
ases. Among 6 parameters that are left; i.e. �, (�d)1, (�d)2, (�i)1,
�i)2 and �. �, the dispersed filler loading is reported in the liter-
ture and listed in Table 1 for each case. �d for gas 1 and (˛d)1/2
re reported in Table 1. �i (Pi) values for gas 1 and 2 are con-
idered here as the fitting parameters in nonlinear regression. �,
hich represents the thickness of the interphase, is fixed to 0.1,

ased on Vu et al.’s work [11] for rigidified MMM, while the value
f � for void in MMM is roughly estimated from FESEM analysis
llustrated in the relevant reference (Case 1: t ≈ 03.33 × 10−7 m and
p = 3.5 × 10−6 m from Ref. [14] yields: �≈ 0.10). For leaky MMM
Case 2), the calculated Pi’s are based on �≈ 0.0003. As it is known,
he exact value of interphase thickness hence, � cannot be detected
asily even from FESEM analysis. Therefore we assumed t = 10 Å
and dp = 3.5 × 10−6 m from Ref. [13]), that yields �≈ 0.0003. It is
lear that the calculated Pi’s will be different where � have the other
alues.

The fitting parameters are tuned by minimizing percentage of
verage absolute relative error (%AARE) as the objective function

hat is shown by Eq. (36):

AARE = 100
NDP

NDP∑
j=1

∣∣∣∣∣
Pcalc
j

− Pexp
j

Pexp
j

∣∣∣∣∣ (36)
Fig. 13. Model prediction of relative permeability and selectivity versus experimen-
tal data for MPD-BPADA–zeolite NaA MMM for O2/N2 gas separation.

where Pexp
j

is the jth experimental value, and Pcalc
j

is the corre-
sponding calculated value. NDP is the number of the data points.

Once optimum values are chosen for �is model calculation
was done for different � values and the results are presented in
Figs. 13–19.

Case 1: The MMM consists of zeolite NaA as the dispersed phase
and Matrimid 5218 as the continuous phase. The experimental data
were obtained by Mahajan and Koros [14] for O2/N2 separation. In
the fitting procedure � was fixed a priori to 0.10. The experimen-
tal points are exactly on the calculated lines, see Fig. 13. This is
natural since there are two experimental values for two unknown
parameters (two �is). Hence this is not regression analysis but
simultaneous solution of two equations. The very large �i values
indicate that this case corresponds to void in MMM. Relative selec-
Fig. 14. Model prediction of relative permeability and selectivity versus experimen-
tal data for Matrimid–zeolite NaA MMM for O2/N2 gas separation.
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Fig. 15. Model prediction of relative permeability and selectivity versus experimen-
tal data for (BAPB–BPADA)–zeolite NaA MMM for O2/N2 gas separation.
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a
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posed model and the experimental data. Similar to Cases 3 and 4,
ig. 16. Model prediction of relative permeability and selectivity versus experimen-
al data for ultem–zeolite NaA MMM for O2/N2 gas separation.

eolite–polymer adhesion. They could decrease the interphase
hickness to the order of gas molecular size. Hence, as mentioned
bove, a very small �was used in optimization. Since � > 0.0 and rel-
tive selectivity is less than 1 this case corresponds to a leaky MMM.
gain, the experimental data are exactly on the calculated line,
ecause the number of the experimental data is two, see Fig. 14.
Case 3: For O2/N2 separation Mahajan and Koros [14] proposed
MMM to achieve high selectivity by mixing BAPB–BPADA as poly-
er matrix and zeolite NaA as filler successfully. Fig. 15 shows

ood agreement between the proposed model and the experimen-
al data. Since both �is are much smaller than unity, Case 3 exhibits

ig. 17. Model prediction of relative permeability and selectivity versus experimen-
al data for Matrimid-CMS MMM for CO2/CH4 gas separation.
Fig. 18. Model prediction of relative permeability and selectivity versus experimen-
tal data for Matrimid-CMS MMM for O2/N2 gas separation.

a rigidified MMM.
Case 4: Mahajan and Koros [14] in the next work investigated

a MMM of ultem/zeolite NaA for O2/N2 separation. Fig. 16 shows
good agreement between the model calculation and the experi-
mental data. Since both�i values are less than 1.0, Case 4 is rigidified
MMM.

Case 5: Vu et al. [41] investigated MMM of Matrimid/carbon
molecular sieve (CMS) system for CO2/CH4 separation. As can be
seen from Table 1, CMS has prominent properties for CO2/CH4
separation. Fig. 17 compares the model predictions with the experi-
mental data. The model describes the experimental data reasonably
well. Since �is are less than unity Case 5 is a rigidified MMM. Inter-
estingly, unlike Cases 3 and 4, relative permeability, together with
relative selectivity, increases with an increase in �. This is because
of very high �d values. As well, �i values are not much smaller than
unity. Hence this case is close to ideal MMM.

Case 6: For the same Matrimid/CMS system for O2/N2 separa-
tion [41], Fig. 18 shows reasonable agreement between the model
predictions and the experimental data. Case 6 is similar to Case 5
in its behavior. Hence this case is rigidified MMM but close to ideal
MMM.

Case 7: For O2/N2 separation by polyethersulfone/zeolite NaA
MMM [42], Fig. 19 shows excellent agreement between the pro-
Case 7 has typical characteristics of a rigidified MMM. Most inter-
estingly, the highest value of� involved in this case is 0.48, which is
higher than the theoretical closest packing of 0.394, which proves

Fig. 19. Model prediction of relative permeability and selectivity versus experimen-
tal data for polyethersulfone–zeolite NaA MMM for O2/N2 gas separation.
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trong prediction capacity of this model. It should be noted however
hat, for practical applications, MMMs with filler loadings higher
han 0.4 are rarely successful due to their high brittleness [14].

. Conclusions

A new theoretical model based on resistance modeling approach
as developed to describe the permeability and selectivity of
MM systems. The proposed model predicted MMM permeabil-

ty directly, by taking into consideration the presence of interphase
hickness around the filler particle. The new model was able to give
he true trend of MMM permeability relative to change in the main
arameters. Moreover, the proposed model was capable to predict
ermeability and selectivity of MMM systems, not only at low filler

oading values but also at higher values of filler loading. Generally,
he model had the ability to cover all the MMM morphologies and
here was a high degree of agreement between model predictions
nd published experimental data. The proposed model is capable
o give a useful tool to enhance our knowledge related to the gas
ow behavior and hence distinguishing the differences between
he morphologies and their influences on gas permeabilities in

MM.

Nomenclature

a, b, c MMM element dimensions
A membrane area
AARE average absolute relative error
d particle diameter or height
l membrane thickness
NDP number of data points
P permeability
p gas pressure
Q gas volumetric flow rate
R permeance resistance
t interphase thickness
u parameter in the developed model

Greek letters
˛ permselectivity
ˇ ratio of the interphase permeability to the polymer

permeability
ı ratio of the interphase radius to the particle radius,

particle size
� difference in pressure
� filler loading
�′ dimension parameters in developed model
� ratio of the interphase thickness to the particle

radius
� permeability ratio

Superscripts
calc calculated
exp experimental
i interphase

Subscripts
d dispersed phase
i interphase
j counter

m polymer matrix
r relative

[

[

[

1,2 penetrant gas through membrane
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